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Abstract:
A significant event happened for electrical engineering in 2008, when researchers at HP Labs
announced that they had found “the missing memristor”, a fourth basic circuit element that was
postulated nearly four decades earlier by Dr. Leon Chua who also developed the theory of
memristive systems. One consequence of this announcement has been the revitalized research in
all areas of brain-imitating computer technologies, primarily because memristors mimic synapses.
Moreover, the theory involving memristor devices and memristive systems was extended to include
memcapacitors and meminductors, thereby introducing an entire class of “mem-models”. This
model class is the foundation of the present study. By applying the well-known mechanicalelectrical system analogies, the mathematics of mem-models may be transferred to the setting of
engineering mechanics, resulting in mechanical counterparts of memristors, memcapacitors, etc.
This transfer is nontrivial, for example, a new concept and state variable called “absement”, the
time integral of deformation, emerges. We identify some recent examples of “mem-dashpots” and
“mem-springs”. In addition to a “zero-crossing” condition, we highlight the role played by
discontinuities in the model and/or the excitation, the combination of which enables mem-models
to produce numerous hysteresis patterns. We also consider some new properties and modeling
techniques that call for further improvement so that these new types of mechanical models can
become more usable for analyzing real-world data. Both rate-dependent and rate-independent
hysteresis can be captured by mem-spring models. A model for a fluid inerter, a partial model for
concrete, and qualitative models for shape memory alloy (SMA), rubber, and the Mullins effect are
presented as illustrative examples.
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